Towards Using Sensors as Data Sources in Teaching: Requirements for School Curricula-Compatible Sensors
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Abstract. The continuous innovation in modern technologies in various sectors of society has transformed everyday life. It becomes imperative for the educational community to equip the future generation with digital skills. In this article, using qualitative and quantitative research techniques, we define criteria for school curricula-compatible sensors (particularly, for secondary school students in grades 5 through 9). We also develop requirements models for sensor classes that satisfy the school curricula compatibility criteria using requirements engineering techniques. The results show that integrating sensors into schools can improve students’ digital and data skills. Additionally, requirements models can help in developing school curricula-compatible sensors or transforming existing sensors into curricula-compatible sensors.
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1 Introduction

The importance of sensor technology is growing continuously. Using sensor technology, we can explore and monitor our surroundings in ways that were not possible even a few years ago. New sensor technology variations and applications are advancing rapidly and expanding their scope and impact on everyday life. Sensors that are simple to use and handle can be used in a variety of domains, including education, rather than just technical domains. Among the advantages of sensor technology’s use in education is that it provides students with a means of observing, interpreting, and investigating different phenomena in real time [1]. The hands-on methods
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involved in using sensor technology to collect and analyze data also seem useful for students who find math and science lessons difficult [2]. Data-collection activities and experiments encourage critical thinking, allowing students to engage in real investigations rather than prescriptive experiments that have pre-determined outcomes.

Bringing sensors into schools will not only help students in addressing the real problems of their own neighborhoods and surroundings but also attract students’ attention and motivate involvement in school lessons. Using sensors in the teaching can motivate students to follow science subjects. Their use also provides students with a means to determine how they can collect data about real world surrounding them and how they can make decisions based on the collected data, e.g., about the classroom environment, traffic flows outside their schools, pollution levels, etc.

An alternative to sensor data is open data, which is becoming increasingly available. In school subjects, open data can also provide real information about students’ surroundings and cities using simple visualizations and graphs [3]. However, the open data concept itself can be obscure to students, and they need hands-on experience of why and how data is generated and how the data can be analyzed and interpreted. With data-collection activities using sensors, students can collect data and analyze it as part of their lessons. Students can also collect sensor data on relevant topics, e.g., pollution levels around the school area, and compare it with available open data, for instance, data provided via the Open Data Interface designed for Danish public schools [4].

The integration of sensor technology into the curricula is not only propitious to several ways of instruction and learning but can also be beneficial in understanding and investigating the immediate surroundings of the students [5]. A fundamental obstacle in learning data science, especially at the school level, is that children do not understand how science is relevant to them [6]. Sensor technology can play an important role to help children understand more about their physical and material environment. However, for the successful use of sensors in schools as part of everyday teaching, we need to define criteria for the design of curricula-compatible sensors. We will investigate the following research question: “How can sensors facilitate the understanding of data and working with real world data, and how can sensors be designed for use in education?”.

This article makes the following main research contributions:

1. It identifies several possibilities in which the use of sensors can help students learn digital and data skills.
2. It identifies main classes of school curricula-compatible sensors.
3. It proposes requirements models that help identifying attributes relevant for school curricula-compatible sensors.

Our study is part of the Community Drive project, which is aimed at secondary school students aged 11–15 years, with a particular focus on data and technology integration into schools. We will thus use the term students for secondary school students aged 11–15 in the rest of the article. The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the background of sensors’ use in schools is discussed. Section 3 presents the research design for defining the criteria and developing requirements for curricula-compatible sensor classes. Section 4 presents the results of our one-on-one interviews, focus group study, and pilot tests with key stakeholders, i.e., teachers and students. Finally, Section 5 presents a short discussion and the conclusions.

2 Background

In this digital era, the younger generation of school students needs real-world skills to address the needs they will face in the future, such as critical thinking, collaboration, discussion, creativity, teamwork, imagination, and problem-solving [7]. Sensor technology can change the
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traditional ways of teaching science in schools by changing the learning environment and advancing the teaching methods of science and math [8]. A sensor is generally defined as “a device that detects or measures a physical property and records, indicates or responds to it” [9]. Sensors are designed to generate data, and the data is used to examine and find solutions to problems in our surroundings. Using sensor technology, students can become more creative and develop their social, linguistic, cognitive, visual, and emotional skills [10], [11], [12].

Researchers have discussed various studies of integrating sensors and their advantages in educational activities within secondary and primary schools. For instance, [13] reports positive experiences of using sensors in a primary schools with students aged 7–8 years in the UK. The authors used probes and data-logging software to introduce dynamic line graphs to young children from the science investigations perspective. Additionally, [14] discusses a case study in which first grade students collected weather data during the school year and designed several graphs to represent their data. The results show a high level of interest in data-collection experiments and describe how first grade students worked with the graphs and maps. Other positive experiences have been reported in well-controlled studies by [15] in Cyprus and by [16] in the USA. The results show how children can handle data logging equipment and learn with it.

From another perspective, many researchers, e.g., [17], [18] have shown that students lose interest and self-confidence in math and other science subjects. However, by using sensors and technology, these subjects could become interesting in primary and K-12 school systems. A paper by Grufberg and Jonsson, 2012, [19] discusses a way to motivate children to learn about science by creating a design process scenario. The resulting design concepts demonstrated several innovative uses of sensor technology, indicating students' understanding of the technology and the natural phenomena under consideration. The sensor oriented activities also encouraged discussions and reflections around the abstract concepts.

A formal study [20] conducted in Cape Town, South Africa used a commercially available technology toy, littleBits. The authors explored the potential of littleBits as a learning tool for computational thinking in three different educational settings. The findings show that, in addition to engaging students in play, littleBits provided opportunities for students to discover computational technology insights, practices, and perspectives. Also the projects under the Micro:bit Educational Foundation [21] aim to bridge the gap between abstract data concepts and tangible experiences at the elementary and secondary school levels using a small programmable and embeddable computer-designed device.

Although sensor integration in education is beneficial, there is a lack of research in identifying the requirements for sensors that can be easily integrated into teaching. For sensor integration into school curricula, it becomes vital to analyze teachers’ and students’ needs and to define criteria for curricula-compatible sensors that could facilitate educational activities in suitable manner, for instance, being easy to handle, safe, simple in data presentations, etc. For this, we also have to classify sensors into relevant curricula-compatible classes that could be integrated with school subjects and we have to identify the requirements for such sensor classes under different conditions, i.e., indoor and outdoor. Moreover, analysis of existing sensors is also needed to determine whether they are school curricula-compatible or not and which adjustments are required to achieve the compatibility.

3 Research Design and Methods

The research study was carried out in two steps, R1 and R2, to investigate the stated research question (see Figure 1). In the first step, we identified the role that sensors might play in education, e.g., how sensor technology can be used for developing digital and data skills. We first identified the relevant curricula-compatible sensor classes that could be integrated into teaching as part of school subjects through interviews and a focus group meeting with teachers as participants. Then, the criteria for the attributes of the identified curricula-compatible sensors classes were defined based on teachers’ feedback. In general, certain attributes must be
considered when we choose a sensor, e.g., accuracy, environmental conditions, calibration, cost, and repeatability, as discussed in [9]. The second step R2, determines whether the existing sensors already used in educational activities satisfy the criteria for curricula-compatible sensors, and if not, what adjustments are needed to achieve this compatibility. Finally, requirements models for curricula-compatible sensors are developed under specific conditions, i.e., indoor and outdoor.

![Figure 1. Research design to answer the research question “How can sensors facilitate the understanding of data and working with real world data, and how sensors can be designed for use in education?"

3.1 R1 – Criteria and Classes for Curricula-Compatible Sensors

For revealing ways of integrating sensor technology into schools, we used one-on-one interviews and a focus group meeting methods. We approached 30 schoolteachers of grades 5–9 (students aged 11–15 years) and recorded their perspectives on the use of sensors in schools. We investigated how often they used sensors in their teaching, what made a sensor compatible for educational activities, and what were the requirements for such sensors. We also investigated why sensor use is essential in the educational domain and how students can take benefit from sensors as part of everyday learning activities. The focus group meeting and all the interviews were conducted in Danish and recorded with the teachers’ consent. Participant details are given in Table 1, and procedure details are given below for each method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test setup</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Schools</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-on-one interview</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6–9</td>
<td>Math, science</td>
<td>Aarhus, Aalborg, Horsens</td>
<td>1–1.5 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus group</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6–9</td>
<td>Math, science</td>
<td>Aarhus</td>
<td>1 hr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One-on-one interview procedure: Interviews are considered a core method for eliciting requirements [22]. We conducted interviews to get the perspective of teachers in using sensors as part of school subjects, to identify problems in using existing sensors, and to determine how teachers can promote the frequent use of sensors for data-collection activities as part of teaching assignments. During the one-on-one interviews, questions were asked about how often teachers worked with sensors, what were the associated opportunities in using sensors as part of school activities, which types of sensor they used, and in which subjects they used sensors to collect real data. We asked about the various challenges they faced in using existing sensors and what attributes they thought were essential for curricula-compatible sensors.
Focus group procedure: Focus groups help gather in-depth details about a group’s actions, thoughts, and feelings, as participants can interact and converse with others while discussing a topic [23]. In our case, the focus group was a mix of teachers of different subjects (math, science, geography) and grades (5–9). The main aim was to investigate the use of sensors as an educational aid in schools, the curricula-compatible sensor classes that could facilitate secondary education in school subjects, and what specific attributes could make these sensors curricula-compatible. The meetings started with a short (10-minute) presentation about the possibilities of using sensors in everyday teaching in schools rather than just in laboratory assignments. Afterwards, the teachers participated in open discussions and discussed different aspects of sensors to be used in schools, sensor classes, and their attributes required for use in education. They also provided their responses in a posttest questionnaire (see Appendix A) about how often they used sensors in their teaching plans, which parameters they normally measured using sensors, and in which subjects they used sensors.

3.2 R2 – Proposing Requirement Models for Curricula-Compatible Sensors

In the second step R2, we tested curricula-compatible sensor classes as well as their attributes as classified by teachers in science subjects with students aged 11–15 years. The aim was to identify further requirements important for sensors’ use in educational setting, i.e., under specific conditions indoor and outdoor. To achieve the aim we used the following method.

We ran pilot tests both indoors with 24 students and outdoors with 30 students to identify the requirements and challenges in using sensors as a tool to collect, analyze, and interpret data. Table 2 shows the participants’ details. The pilot tests were conducted in Danish and recorded with the students’ consent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Test Setup</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pilot test 1</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Aarhus</td>
<td>6 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot test 2</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Aarhus</td>
<td>3 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot test 3</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Aarhus</td>
<td>3 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot test 4</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Aarhus</td>
<td>3 hrs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indoor pilot test procedure: Indoor pilot tests were conducted at two different schools in 7th and 9th grade science lessons. For the indoor pilot tests, the teachers designed activities as part of science subjects in which students used temperature, pressure, and light sensors. The students collected data inside the classroom, such as light intensity under different conditions, e.g., with open and covered windows. They also recorded room light intensity and studied what light intensity levels were optimal for the classroom reading environment. Environmental sensors were also used to analyze how the classroom environment changed under different conditions, e.g., humidity, temperature, etc. Using temperature sensors, the students recorded classroom temperature at different locations and found the minimum and maximum temperature values. We used the observation method to identify difficulties when students worked with these sensors. Afterward, the students also answered a posttest questionnaire (see Appendix B) with both open-ended and closed questions regarding working with sensors.

Outdoor pilot test procedure: The science teachers for 8th and 9th grade students designed outdoor tests. The students went outside the classroom and collected data using temperature, light, pollution, and pH sensors. They also used an application for recording noise levels. Students recorded the temperature of stream water, checked its quality, and measured the light intensity under the shade and in direct sunlight. The students were very engaged, performed tasks in teams, and answered a questionnaire prepared by the teachers. Afterward, they also
answered a posttest questionnaire (see Appendix B) with questions about the use of sensors and the data collected.

4 Results

In this section, we discuss the results obtained at research steps R1 and R2. Overall, the teachers agreed that learning could be strengthened using sensor technology that enables students to directly relate the subject to their surroundings. In general, teachers use sensor technology with secondary school students in physics, chemistry, and biology, particularly in technical experiments.

The teachers acknowledged that sensor technology and data collection activities are beneficial for elementary and secondary school students. However, they pointed also to challenges in the frequent use of existing sensors to facilitate educational activities, for instance, lack of resources, the extra time required to design activities, and unawareness of the possibilities that sensor technology can offer in teaching practices. There are also some barriers present due to the cost and maintenance of the sensors. Further in this section we discuss the following issues that yielded the main results of the study:

- The role of sensor technology in schools,
- Curricula-compatible sensor classes,
- Criteria for curricula-compatible sensors,
- Mapping to existing sensors,
- Requirements for curricula-compatible sensors under specific conditions.

The role of sensor technology in schools: Using one-on-one interviews and the focus group meeting in research step R1, we identified teachers’ perspectives about integrating sensors as an educational aid to collect and analyze data as part of their subjects. Figure 2 represents how often teachers used sensors in their teaching plans. Most teachers used sensors to perform specific science experiments, but they also liked the idea of using sensors as educational instruments as part of everyday teaching to provide a hands-on experience to students and to relate the subjects to real data.

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2. Teachers’ frequency of use of sensors in teaching activities (the number on the Y-axis represents the number of teachers who responded to the focus group posttest questionnaire N = 25)

Figure 3 (see on the next page) represents various opportunities associated with sensor integration into schools according to the teachers’ feedback during interviews and the focus group meeting.

According to the teachers, using the opportunities shown in Figure 3, students will learn more from the experience and retain more information about a topic, as sensors provide a hands-on experience in this regard and make the subject more interesting; also, students will participate more in discussions and understand better how data is generated, analyzed, and interpreted.

Curricula-compatible sensor classes: Table 3 shows the list of sensor classes with specific measuring properties that could easily be integrated into schools to collect data and give benefit to student learning in different subjects, e.g., measuring temperature, quality of light, etc. These
classes were identified by teachers during one-on-interviews and focus group open discussion session.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.** Associated opportunities with sensor use in education

**Table 3.** Curricula-compatible sensor classes identified from the one-on-interviews and focus group meeting (N = 30)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational sensor classes</th>
<th>Measuring properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature sensors</td>
<td>Temperature, warmth, heat current, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound sensors</td>
<td>Sound, changes in sound pressure level, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light sensors</td>
<td>Intensity of light, wavelength, polarity, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure sensors</td>
<td>Pressure, force, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental sensors</td>
<td>Humidity, air quality, CO level, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each class is briefly discussed below:

- **Temperature sensors:** A temperature sensor [24] is used to measure the amount of energy in the form of heat and cold produced by an object and a system. Temperature sensors make it possible to detect any physical change to that energy and give the output as an analog or digital signal. According to teachers, these sensors can attract students’ attention in both science and math, e.g., they can measure the indoor temperature at different time intervals and can arrange data in tables and present the results.

- **Sound sensor:** A sound sensor is used to detect the intensity of sound. It converts the acoustic wave into an electrical signal output. Students can, e.g., use these sensors to monitor sound levels and note the noise level in the classroom.

- **Light sensor:** A light sensor is a photovoltaic passive sensor that changes light energy into an electrical signal output. Light sensors can measure the ambient light, e.g., surrounding light, room light, and reflected light. Students can use the sensors to measure light intensity, quality of light, etc. to understand these abstract concepts using real data.

- **Pressure sensor:** Pressure is an external force exerted on a surface in unidirectional areas. In schools, generally, students can measure the pressure of a liquid, air, and other gases as part of a physics lesson, and pressure sensors can help students to understand the concept of pressure in a real setting.

- **Environmental sensor:** These sensors can be used, e.g., in classrooms to measure indoor climate, such as air quality, humidity, CO level, etc.

Figure 4 presents the list of educational sensor classes and their properties that could facilitate school subjects by relating real data to their respective subjects. The properties are also identified from the response of 30 teachers during one-on-interviews and focus group meeting.
General criteria for curricula-compatible sensors: While different sensor classes have their specific properties, in this research we were interested in criteria, which could be applied to sensors in general. We define curricula-compatible sensors as those sensors that can help with educational activities in the classroom. The key parameters that concern the generic characteristics of the curricula-compatible sensors, e.g., accuracy and safety, and so on, are referred to as curricula-compatible sensor attributes, and the corresponding values are referred to as attribute values. The attribute criteria for curricula-compatible sensors refer to the set of specific rules that attribute and their corresponding attribute values must satisfy. Curricula-compatible requirements are defined as the attributes that sensors must possess in order to be considered curricula-compatible sensors.

To define general criteria for curricula-compatible sensors, various attributes were selected from the literature [9], [25], [26] and verified with teachers during one-on-one interviews and the focus group meeting. A list of various attributes was presented to teachers during one-on-one interviews and focus group meetings. Teachers chose attributes that they believed were important in an educational setting in open discussion during focus group meeting. Figure 5 represents the identified attributes required for curricula-compatible sensors according to teachers’ response. All of the listed attributes in Figure 5 are important in an educational setting, but some are more significant than others. For instance, safety and ease of handling are the main attributes that a sensor must have in order to be used in an educational activity. Furthermore, data representation software for curricula-compatible sensors is required for data to be easy to understand. The other attributes also have significance when working with students, such as response time, accuracy, range scale, and maintenance, as students can easily divert their attention if, e.g., the response time is too long.
Figure 5. Teachers’ perspective on sensor attributes where the Y-axis represents number of teachers participated in the focus group and one-on-one interviews \((N = 30)\)

Figure 6 represents the obtained set of sensor attributes and the corresponding criteria for sensor attributes value, in general for being used in educational activities, based on teachers’ feedback during one-on-one interviews and the focus group meeting.

The identified attributes are briefly described below:

- **Handling**: To integrate sensors into schools, students and teachers must use them without difficulties. According to the teachers’ feedback, students will pay more attention to data-collecting activities rather than investigating how to use the sensor if the design of a sensor is simple.

- **Safety**: The teachers recognized safety as an important attribute for curricula-compatible sensors. For students aged 11–15 years, sensors must fulfill the criteria for curricula-compatible sensors. For instance, in case of damage or accident, sensors’ safety attribute must be high. Hence, the material, design, and shape of a sensor must be harmless under any conditions.

- **Accuracy**: Accuracy is an important characteristic in sensors and is calculated in terms of the error in measurement and defined as the difference between the measured value and the true value of a measured parameter [27]. For a sensor to be curricula-compatible, it must measure value to an extent that allows students to relate real values of a parameter to their collected values. Teachers suggested that, if the measured value is close to the actual value, it would help to retain students’ attention; otherwise, students may lose interest.

- **Response speed**: According to teachers, for data-collection activities in schools, response time should be minimal for a curricula-compatible sensor.
• **Range scale:** The range scale is the difference between the maximum and minimum values of the sensed parameter. For a sensor to be used in education, it should have a wide operating range and good accuracy over the range.

• **Maintenance:** For a sensor to be used in education, it must require minimal maintenance over a long period of time.

• **Data presentation:** Software for data presentation and analysis must be simple and easy to use by both students and teachers.

• **Low cost:** The sensors must be affordable so that the sensors can easily be used in educational activities as part of everyday teaching.

**Mapping curricula-compatible sensor criteria to existing sensors:** Under this theme, existing sensors used in schools were identified and listed during the focus group meeting. We tested these sensors to determine whether they fulfilled the criteria of curricula-compatible sensors under different conditions, i.e., indoor and outdoor. During the indoor (24 students) and outdoor (30 students) pilot tests with students of 7th, 8th, and 9th grades, the students tested the sensors given in Table 4. The tasks were designed to test the curricula-compatible sensor attributes classified by teachers. Most of the existing sensors are expensive and sensitive when satisfying the other criteria such as handling, simple data presentation etc., and, therefore, do not fit well to be used as a tool for school activities. The safety and maintenance attributes of sensors are not represented in Table 4 because most existing sensors meet the criteria corresponding to them.

**Table 4. Matching attribute criteria for curricula-compatible sensors with sensors (sensor classes) already available in the market**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing Sensors</th>
<th>Handling</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Suggested adjustment for curricula-compatible sensors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature sensors</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Quick</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Fulfilled criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barometers</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Quick</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Cost should be adjusted and handling and data presentation should be simplified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light sensors</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Quick</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Data presentation should be simpler, and cost should be adjusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor environment sensors</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Response time and cost should be adjusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound sensors</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Quick</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Cost should be adjusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphones</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Quick</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Fulfilled criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor environment sensors</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Cost should be adjusted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Teachers used these existing sensors in laboratories with great caution, and the students did not get a chance to explore data-related activities in an independent environment. We discovered that the sensors’ attributes were either directly or indirectly related with each other; for instance, if a sensor satisfied the criteria for handling, safety, and accuracy, then the criterion for cost was not fulfilled. For instance, the cost of sensors that are easy to handle, safe, and have high accuracy is much higher than of one with low accuracy and easy handling. However, the
attribute values could be adjusted in existing sensors to transform them into curricula compatible sensors. For instance, the high cost of environmental sensors can be adjusted by providing only the features that are useful for school teaching instead of those for professional use, such as accuracy up to two decimal places.

**Requirements for curricula-compatible sensors under specific conditions:** The criteria defined above represent general attributes that curricula-compatible sensors must have; however, there are some specific requirements sensors must have to be considered as curricula-compatible sensors under specific conditions, such as indoor and outdoor. These requirements were identified during pilot tests with students and are discussed below.

**Indoor:** To identify the requirements for indoor use of sensors in schools, we used wireless temperature, light, and pressure sensors. We chose these sensors as they were frequently used by teachers. We observed students during the tests, for instance, how they handled the sensors, what difficulties they faced while working with the sensors, and their data-collection activities. The model shown in Figure 7 describes the requirements we identified during the two indoor pilot tests at different schools in the 7th and 9th grades.

![Figure 7. Requirements for indoor curricula-compatible sensors.](image)

The students also answered a short online survey with questions focusing on various problems they faced. For instance, students faced difficulties in connecting the sensors to data-analytic software. For light sensors, the students recorded different data under the same circumstances. It was difficult for them to understand which data were correct and why they had different data recorded by the same sensor. Furthermore, teachers emphasized the need for a flexible data analysis software that collects data from various types of sensors and is simple to install.

**Outdoor:** One of the main requirements identified during the pilot tests with students (grades 8 and 9) concerned the environmental conditions while collecting data outside the building. The students used light sensors, pollution sensors, pH sensors, and a noise application for data collection. According to teachers’ feedback during the focus group meeting and observation during outdoor tests, the students faced difficulties in collecting data due to environmental factors such as temperature, corrosion, pressure, etc. Environmental conditions were the main factors that affected the input and output stimuli of the sensor. Noise also affected the output signal of the sensors in some cases. Therefore, for sensors to be curricula-compatible, the performance and long-term stability of the sensors should be considered for extreme conditions so that these factors do not create adverse effects during the data-collection activity in schools. Figure 8 represents a requirement model for the outdoor use of sensors.

![Figure 8. Requirements for outdoor curricula-compatible sensors.](image)
Teachers also suggested that if the sensors could connect and send the collected data to any device or application compatible with mobile phones, it would make the data collection process simpler.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

In this article, we studied how sensors can facilitate the understanding of data and working with real data as well as how curricula-compatible sensors should be designed. Sensors are useful for incorporating computing and technology into the curriculum for school students. Using sensors in the classroom helps to bring science lessons to life and builds confidence in using technology that is not typically found in the classroom. We learned that existing sensors have some barriers to their frequent use in schools; for instance, if safety and easy handling are of main priority, then the cost is high. Also, in some cases, the data presentation software was not compatible with the school computer system.

This study was limited to only some schools in Denmark. Nevertheless, it provides school administration and teachers with an overview of why and how to integrate sensors into school education. For instance, the criteria enable teachers to consider the various attributes essential for sensors before choosing a sensor for a subject. The results of the study also enable manufacturers to build sensors that meet the criteria defined in this study for educational purposes. For instance, high professional quality is not required for sensors to be used in education; rather, they must have certain attributes that should meet the criteria for curricula-compatible sensors. The analysis of related work, sensor specifications, the results of five teacher interviews, the focus group (25 teachers), and four pilot tests (two indoor tests with 24 and two outdoor tests with 30 students) led to the following conclusions:

1. The use of sensors in schools can facilitate the understanding and handling of real data in the following ways:
   - It allows students to work with real data collection,
   - It helps to relate teaching subjects to the real world,
   - It supports the understanding of the concept of data,
   - It promotes decision-making and teamwork,
   - It improves the digital skills of students.

2. Five relevant curricula-compatible sensor classes are identified, i.e., temperature sensors, sound sensors, light sensors, pressure sensors, and environmental sensors, that could facilitate educational domains in developing digital and data skills among school students.

3. Curricula-compatible sensors should have the following attributes: easy handling, high safety, high accuracy, moderate response speed, a wide range scale, easy maintenance over a longer period, easy data presentation, and low cost.

Further analysis of different classes of available outdoor and indoor sensors made it possible to define specific requirements for curricula-compatible sensors that are amalgamated in two requirements models. The results of the sensor analysis also showed whether adjustments are needed to existing sensors to apply them in school curricula. We found that, at present, only temperature sensors and microphones fulfill the criteria for curricula-compatible sensors.

The findings reflected in this article are useful for understanding current possibilities and identifying which future developments are needed regarding the integration of use of sensors into school curricula.

Based on the findings of this study, our future research will focus on how to combine sensor data collected during educational activities with open educational datasets to facilitate engaging teaching assignments in schools.
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Appendix A

Questionnaire on the use of sensors in schools to collect data (Translated from Danish)

Personal Information

School name: 
Gender: 
Age: 
Experience: 
What grade levels do you teach?

1. What pedagogical approaches do you use in your teaching and how much?
   - Traditional direct instruction
   - Teaching with experiments
   - Collaborative learning

2. Have you ever used sensors or technology (e.g., mobile applications, trackers) in your teaching activities?
   - Yes
   - No

3. To what extent do you use sensors in teaching?
   - More often
   - Often
   - Rare
   - Never

4. What parameters do you measure with sensors in your teaching activities most often?
   - Temperature
   - Pressure
   - Light
   - Sound
   - Position
   - Motion
   - Environmental parameters e.g. CO, moisture etc.
   - Other

5. Are the currently used sensors and associated software easy to understand and use by both you and your students? Briefly explain your answer.

6. How sensors use can be made easy in educational activities, i.e. easily used by students and teachers (simple graphs, sensors design or shape)?

7. Are some school subjects better suited to the integration of sensors than others? If so, which ones?
Appendix B

Pilot Test Survey 2020 (Translated from Danish)

School name:
Grade:

1. Which of the following methods do you like best when collecting data?
   • With notebook
   • With sensors
   • With mobile application

2. Do you like working with sensors and technology?
   • Yes
   • No

3. What is difficult when working with sensors?
   • Set up the sensor
   • Software
   • Understand graphs
   • Understand data

4. Is the light sensor easy to use?
   • Yes
   • No

5. What difficulties do you encounter when working with sensors, such as the software, graphs, or the sensor itself?
   • I do not know how to use the sensor without the help of the teacher
   • Connecting the sensors to software is difficult
   • You must be very careful when using sensors
   • Other (please specify)

6. Do you need help all the time when working with sensors?
   • Yes
   • No

7. Did any problems occur while working with the temperature sensor, such as the sensor not responding or collecting the correct data?
   • Yes
   • No.
   • If so, please mention

8. What parameters do you like to measure using sensors?
   • Noise / noise
   • Temperature / heat / cold
   • Physical activities
   • Air quality
   • Other things.